DON CIO MESSAGE

UNCLASSIFIED/

PRECEDENCE TO: ROUTINE       DTG: 312021Z JAN 09
PRECEDENCE CC: ROUTINE
TYPE: DMS SIGNED/ENCRYPTED

FROM PLA: DON CIO WASHINGTON DC

ORIGINAL TO RECIPIENTS:
CNO WASHINGTON DC N6
CMC WASHINGTON DC C4
COMUSFLTFORCOM NORFOLK VA/
COMUSNAVEUR NAPLES IT/
COMPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI/
USNA ANNAPOLIS MD/
COMUSNAVCENT BAHRAIN/
COMNAVRESFORCOM NEW ORLEANS LA/
COMNAVNAVSYSCOM PATUXENT RIVER MD/
BUMED WASHINGTON DC/
NETC PENSACOLA FL/
COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC/
FLDSUPPACT WASHINGTON DC/
COMNAVSUPSYSCOM MECHANICSBURG PA/
DIRSSP WASHINGTON DC/
CNIC WASHINGTON DC/
PRESINSURV NORFOLK VA/
COMNAVLEGSVCCOM WASHINGTON DC/
NAVPGSCOL MONTEREY CA/
COMNAVFA CENGCOM WASHINGTON DC/
COMNAVA SAFECEN NORFOLK VA/
BUPERS MILLINGTON TN/
NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI/
ONI WASHINGTON DC/
COMNAVSPECWARCOM CORONDAO CA/
COMSPAWSYS COM SAN DIEGO CA/
COMNAVDIST WASHINGTON DC/
NAVHISTCEN WASHINGTON DC/
COMMARCORSYS COM QUANTICO VA/
COMMAR FOREUR/
COMMAR FORLANT/
COMMAR FORPAC/
COMMAR FORRES/
COMMAR FOR SOUTH/
CG MCCDC QUANTICO VA/
COMNAVNETWARCOM NORFOLK VA/

ORIGINAL CC RECIPIENTS:
DON CIO WASHINGTON DC/
COMOPTEVFOR NORFOLK VA
DRPM NMCI ARLINGTON VA

UNCLASSIFIED//
SUBJ: DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (DON) ENTERPRISE DATA AT REST (DAR) SOLUTION FOR ALL NON-NMCI ASSETS

MSGID/GENADMIN/DON CIO WASHINGTON DC//

REF/A/MSG/DON CIO WASHINGTON DC/091256ZOCT2007// REF/B/DOC/JTF-GNO/05007ZJUN08/

NARR/ REF A IS DEPARTMENT OF NAVY (DON) CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (CIO) MESSAGE SUBJECT DON ENCRYPTION OF SENSITIVE UNCLASSIFIED DATA AT REST (DAR) GUIDANCE. REF B IS JOINT TASK FORCE (JTF) GLOBAL NETWORK OPERATIONS (GNO) COMMUNICATIONS TASKING ORDER (CTO) 08-009 WHICH MANDATES IMPLEMENTATION OF SENSITIVE DAR.


PASSING INSTRUCTIONS:
CNO: PLEASE PASS TO N6
NAVY ECHELON II COMMANDS: PLEASE PASS TO COMMAND INFORMATION OFFICER (IO)/N1/N6/ USMC MAJOR SUBORDINATE COMMANDS: PLEASE PASS TO COMMAND INFORMATION OFFICER (IO)/G1/G6/

RMKS/1. REF A PROVIDED THE BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PROTECTION OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION (PII) AND OTHER DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (DON) SENSITIVE INFORMATION WHEN STORED AT REST ON MOBILE COMPUTING DEVICES OR PORTABLE STORAGE MEDIA. ADDITIONALLY REF A PROHIBITED THE PURCHASE OF SOFTWARE FOR THE PROTECTION OF DATA AT REST (DAR) UNTIL AN ENTERPRISE SOLUTION WAS COMPETITIVELY SELECTED.

2. THIS MESSAGE ANNOUNCES THE AVAILABILITY OF THE DON DAR ENTERPRISE SOLUTION, MOBILE ARMOR, FOR USE ON ALL NON-NMCI ASSETS. ONCE IMPLEMENTED, THIS SOLUTION WILL ENABLE COMPLIANCE WITH REFS A AND B. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, PURCHASE OF THE DON DAR ENTERPRISE SOLUTION IS AUTHORIZED. PURCHASE OF DAR ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE OTHER THAN THE DON DAR ENTERPRISE SOLUTION IS PROHIBITED. PROCUREMENT OF LICENSES FOR THE DON DAR SOLUTION MUST BE EXECUTED THROUGH THE DON ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT WHICH CAN BE FOUND ON THE DON IT UMBRELLA PROGRAM WEB SITE AT HTTP://WWW.IT-UMBRELLA.NAVY.MIL.

3. ACTION. PER REF A, ALL PURCHASES OF THE DON ENTERPRISE DAR ENCRYPTION SOLUTION MUST BE COORDINATED THROUGH OPNAV N6 OR HQMC C4. ORGANIZATIONS THAT ACQUIRED OR IMPLEMENTED OTHER DAR SOLUTIONS, SHALL MIGRATE TO THE DON ENTERPRISE SOLUTION BEFORE LICENSE RENEWAL FOR THE OTHER SOLUTION. NAVY COMMANDS SHOULD COMMUNICATE LICENSE VOLUME REQUIREMENTS THROUGH THEIR CHAIN OF COMMAND TO WILL MCKNIGHT, WILFRED.MCKNIGHT.CTR@NAVY.MIL, 703-604-7703. MARINE CORPS COMMANDS SHOULD COORDINATE LICENSE REQUIREMENTS WITH MAJ JOSEPH UCHYTIL, JOSEPH.UCHYTIL@USMC.MIL, 703-639-3490.

4. ADDITIONAL SERVICE-SPECIFIC GUIDANCE WILL BE PROMULGATED SEPCOR FROM THE ABOVE ORGANIZATIONS. ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE, IF NECESSARY, FOR NMCI ASSETS WILL BE PROMULGATED SEPCOR FROM DON CIO FOLLOWING DON CIO, NGEN SPO AND PM NMCI COORDINATION.

5. REQUEST WIDEST DISSEMINATION OF THIS MESSAGE.
6. RELEASED BY ROBERT J. CAREY, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER.